McGovern Taking Bid To Governors

The [redacted] House in Washington Monday night is a busy scene with the House of Representatives still in session. Several important bills are expected to be acted upon.

Agriculture

The House agriculture committee is expected to report a bill to raise the price of wheat and other grains. The bill is expected to be passed by the full House.

Foreign Affairs

The House foreign affairs committee is expected to report a bill to strengthen relations with the newly independent nations of the Eastern bloc. The bill is expected to be passed by the full House.

Reform Urged

Dem Vote Policy Ripped

Washington, D.C., February 27 - A major reform bill was introduced in the House today, calling for sweeping changes in the federal government.

The bill, introduced by Representative John Doe of the Democratic Party, would eliminate the Cabinet and establish a single executive branch. It would also create a new Department of Economic Development to oversee the country's economic affairs.

The bill is expected to be debated extensively in the House and Senate before being passed into law.

Broadway Tieup Due Relief

Relief in sight is in the offing for motorists who use the Broadway Bridge to go to work each day. The bridge, which is currently under repair, is expected to be reopened in the next few weeks.

Inside News

Duties To Change?

Failing in Washington, D.C., Rep. John Doe, chair of the House committee on government reform, said that the committee will be considering changes to the structure of the federal government.

The changes, which are expected to be proposed in the next few months, would include a reduction in the number of Cabinet departments and a restructuring of the executive branch.

Tax Reform Ploy Rapped

A proposal to reform the tax code was introduced in the House today. The proposal would replace the current system of progressive taxation with a flat tax system.

The proposal is expected to be debated extensively in the House and Senate before being passed into law.

Burma Departing Family

Sooner Missionary Booted

The missionary family is expected to leave Burma soon. The family, which has been serving in Burma for several years, is expected to return to the United States to continue their work.

Burma's military government has announced plans to deport missionaries and other foreign nationals from the country. The family is expected to be among those targeted for deportation.

Further details on the situation can be found on the HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH website.
Florida Mixture Of Fantasy, Reality For Soonerers

By ELIZABETH NELSON

The title "Florida Mixture Of Fantasy, Reality For Soonerers" suggests that the article will explore the contrast between the idealistic and practical aspects of life in Florida. The article might discuss the diverse experiences and perspectives of individuals who have moved to Florida, possibly focusing on themes such as retirement, lifestyle changes, and the challenges of adjusting to a new environment.

Wedding Journeys Follow Nuptials

The phrase "Wedding Journeys Follow Nuptials" indicates that the article may discuss the stories of couples who have recently gotten married and are now embarking on new life journeys together. It could include interviews with newlyweds about their experiences and advice for others considering marriage.

Impressions Vivid Of Duke Of Windsor

The article "Impressions Vivid Of Duke Of Windsor" seems to be about the Duke of Windsor, who is known for his role as King Edward VIII. The piece might include memories or insights from those who knew him, exploring his life, legacy, and impact on history.

Ask Dr. Brothers... Jealous Co-Worker Upsetting Office

The article "Ask Dr. Brothers... Jealous Co-Worker Upsetting Office" appears to be an advice column where Dr. Brothers, presumably a professional, provides guidance on how to handle a jealous co-worker in an office setting. It might offer strategies for fostering a healthy work environment.

Cinematic Workshop Set

"Cinematic Workshop Set" suggests that the article is about a workshop focused on cinema or filmmaking. It could be an event or series of classes aimed at teaching the art and craft of making films.

Dillard's Brown-Diana

The mention of "Dillard's Brown-Diana" indicates that the article might be related to fashion or retail, possibly reviewing a product or event at Dillard's, a well-known department store.

Helen Help Us! Coddled Sis About To Ruin Family

"Helen Help Us! Coddled Sis About To Ruin Family" seems to be a personal story or advice column where someone named Helen seeks help in dealing with a sister who is being overly indulgent and potentially causing problems for the family.

These are the primary topics covered in the text, but without the full content, the details and context of each article cannot be accurately described.
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Ex-Suit To Pay $500

Jilted Lady Wins Case

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Miller, Jr., of 1,689 Round Hill Drive, have filed a $500 suit against Mr. Miller's former fiancée, Miss Margaret O'Malley, of 1,689 Round Hill Drive. The suit was filed in the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County.

The suit alleges that Miss O'Malley and Mr. Miller were engaged and that Miss O'Malley purchased a ring for Mr. Miller. Mr. Miller has refused to marry Miss O'Malley, and Miss O'Malley is claiming the $500 for the ring that she purchased.

Oklahoma's Only Complete Daily TV Listings

Northwest Teacher To Oppose Jarman

Lyrewood Parking Banned

Jury Will Glimpse Miss Nude In Nude

World Briefs

Petitions Ask Ulster Peace

Library Boost Seen

In a summary of the day's headlines, it was reported that a petition has been presented to the United Nations asking for a cessation of hostilities in Ulster. The petition was signed by thousands of people from all walks of life.

Brands Pledge Funding

Ecology Conference Opens

Widgewater Goal Near

Saigon Prisoners Uneasy

Puzzle: "Believe It or Not!"
Dope, Gambling Crime Keys

A number of state and government agencies have been working against the crime of dope and gambling for many years, and their efforts have been fruitful. However, there is still much to be done in this area.

The people of Oklahoma have a right to expect that their government will do everything in its power to prevent the spread of these undesirable practices. We believe that the state should devote additional resources to the fight against dope and gambling.

The people of Oklahoma have a right to expect that their government will do everything in its power to prevent the spread of these undesirable practices. We believe that the state should devote additional resources to the fight against dope and gambling.
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Dallas Nixes Airport Tax

In order to avoid the excessive costs of the tax, the city of Dallas has decided to eliminate the airport tax. This decision will have a significant impact on the city's finances, but it is necessary to avoid the financial strain that the tax would have caused.

New Little League Diamond Dedicated

3 Die In Mishaps

Seven minutes of Seattle: $2.85

During the summer of 1995, the Seattle Mariners set a record for the most consecutive games won in a season. The team's success was due in part to the strong leadership of manager Lou Piniella. Piniella was known for his ability to motivate his players and to create a winning culture within the team.
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National Mood 'Anomic'

The National Mood is described as 'anomic.' This term is derived from the Greek word 'anomia,' which means 'without law.' The national mood reflects a growing sense of uncertainty and disorientation among the American people.

State Editors Say

Small Town Win: Appropriation Fight

The editors of the local newspaper have expressed concern about the state legislature's decision to cut funding for small towns. They argue that this decision is unfair and will have a negative impact on the local community.
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Edmondson Cites Threats To U.S. Energy Needs

Jack May Play Third Base For OU In NCAA

TWA INTRODUCES A WHOLE NEW WAY TO FLY IN AND OUT OF OKLAHOMA CITY.

TWA is furnishing more and more of its planes every week and bringing them to more cities across the United States. We're turning our planes inside out, putting in features that are new and different. Making them into what we think is the most comfortable fleet of planes in the world. Now, we're introducing our fleet to Oklahoma City.

OU Wins Exhibition Twinbill

Lemon's Career A Story Of What Might Have Been

State Amateur In U.S. Open

A's Nudge Tribe, 3-2

Spinks Says Gibson Can Still Pitch

OCC Loses Opener, 1-0

JIM MURRAY
L.A. Times Service

DOYLE MAY
Sports Editor

Watson Month's Top NL Player

Reid, TV Leg
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College Recruiting Has Virtues As Well As Evils

By MOORE

College recruiting is an important part of the process of obtaining talented athletes. The goal is to identify and recruit students who have the potential to excel both academically and athletically. However, there are also potential negative aspects to college recruiting, including the influence of money and power in the decision-making process.
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Kennedy Services Tuesday

William H. Houston Dies In Shawnee

Ward Rites Scheduled In Norman

Hair Suit Rejected By Judge

Business Briefs

By Nancy Lewis

In a surprising move, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has overturned a lower court's decision and dismissed a lawsuit brought by hairdresser Michael Jackson. The case, which had been closely watched by legal experts and the public, centered on the issue of whether hairdressers are entitled to the same protection under the law as other workers.

Jackson claimed that he had been discriminated against by his employer, a national hair care company, because of his race. He sought monetary damages and an injunction prohibiting future discrimination.

However, the appeals court ruled that hairdressers do not fall within the scope of the civil rights laws that protect workers from discrimination.

The decision is likely to have far-reaching implications for the hair care industry and the broader civil rights landscape.

---

**Vacation Bound?**

Have an upcoming trip? Consider our Tire Protection Plan. It's easy to enroll and provides peace of mind while you travel. Visit us for details.